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Abstract: Peste des Petits Ruminant (PPR) is an important transboundary, OIE-listed contagious viral
disease of primarily sheep and goats caused by the PPR virus (PPRV), which belongs to the genus
Morbillivirus of the family Paramyxoviridae. The mortality rate is 90–100%, and the morbidity rate
may reach up to 100%. PPR is considered economically important as it decreases the production
and productivity of livestock. In many endemic poor countries, it has remained an obstacle to the
development of sustainable agriculture. Hence, proper control measures have become a necessity
to prevent its rapid spread across the world. For this, detailed information on the pathogenesis of
the virus and the virus host interaction through cellular receptors needs to be understood clearly.
Presently, two cellular receptors; signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM) and Nectin-4
are known for PPRV. However, extensive information on virus interactions with these receptors
and their impact on host immune response is still required. Hence, a thorough understanding of
PPRV receptors and the mechanism involved in the induction of immunosuppression is crucial for
controlling PPR. In this review, we discuss PPRV cellular receptors, viral host interaction with cellular
receptors, and immunosuppression induced by the virus with reference to other Morbilliviruses.
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1. Introduction

Peste des Petits Ruminant (PPR), also known as sheep and goat plague, is a highly contagious
fatal viral disease of sheep and goats caused by the PPR virus (PPRV), which represents one of the most
economically important animal diseases in areas whose economy relies on small ruminants. Currently,
it is endemic in Asia and Africa; however, it has crossed into the territories of 70 countries in the last
two decades, affecting 30 million animals every year globally [1]. The primary hosts of PPRV are
goats and sheep, but the degree to which different species of animals develop clinical disease varies.
Goats seem to be more susceptible than sheep [2]. Additionally, an experimental study where both
sheep and goats were administered a virulent strain of PPRV showed that sheep displayed milder
clinical signs compared to goats, thereby showing the evidence of the greater susceptibility of goats
compared to sheep [3]. Interestingly, cattle, buffalo, camel and pigs can develop subclinical infections,
but do not excrete the virus [4,5]. Overall, the morbidity and mortality rate may reach 100% and
90%, respectively [6]. Although transmission occurs via aerosol droplets to the respiratory system,
the virus mainly localizes in the regional lymph nodes (pharyngeal and mandibular) and tonsils,
resulting in lymphopenia [7]. Similarly, it has been demonstrated that the prime replication site of
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PPRV is the tonsillar tissue and lymph nodes, draining to the site of inoculation but not within the
epithelial cells of the respiratory mucosa, suggesting that the virus attaches to the immune cells of the
respiratory mucosa, which is transported to the lymphoid tissues where primary replication occurs [6].
The disease then progresses to viraemia, disseminating the virus to all visceral lymph nodes, bone
marrow, the spleen, and the mucous membranes of both the respiratory and digestive tract [7]. There is
no carrier status in PPR, like in Rinderpest, but infected animals may transmit the disease during the
incubation period [8].

For the entry of the virus into target host body, receptor-mediated endocytosis is required,
which begins with the initial attachment of the virus to cell-surface receptors. Two cellular receptors
have been implicated as putative receptors for PPRV to enter the target cells in vivo. However, detailed
information on virus interactions with these receptors and its impact on the host immune response
is still required. A thorough understanding of the role of the receptors in PPRV infection and the
mechanism involved is crucial for controlling PPR. In this review, we focused on the molecules which
have been cited as possible receptors for PPRV and discuss the impact of the interaction of cellular
receptors with the virus on the disease pathogenesis and host immune response to the virus, with
reference to other Morbilliviruses.

2. PPRV Genome Organization

The PPR virus is classified under the genus Morbillivirus of the family Paramyxoviridae, and is an
enveloped, linear single stranded, negative sense RNA virus that is structurally and genetically related
to other members of this genus, such as the Rinderpest virus (RPV) of cattle and buffaloes, Measles
virus (MeV) of humans, Canine Distemper virus (CDV) of dogs and some wild carnivores, and the
Morbilliviruses of aquatic mammals [9]. Previously, PPRV was regarded as a variant of RPV adapted
specifically for goats and sheep; however, now, the two viruses are known to be completely different,
though closely related antigenically.

The PPRV genome is 15,984 nucleotides long [10], and the size of the virion ranges between
400 and 500 nm, which is larger than RPV (300 nm) [10–12]. All the genes follow the order of
3’ N–P/C/V–M–F–H–L 5’ [10], where each gene is separated by an intergenic region of variable
length [13]. It encodes two non-structural proteins (V, C) and six structural proteins Fusion (F) protein,
Haemaglutinin (H) protein, the matrix protein (M), the Nucleoprotein (N), and the Phosphoprotein
(P), which form the polymerase complex in association with large proteins (L) [14–17]. The M protein,
located inside the envelope, stabilizes the virus structure and surrounds the viral RNA, which is
associated with the N protein. Untranslated regions at the 3’ and 5’ ends of both genomic and
antigenomic RNA serve as promoters, which play a crucial role during transcription and replication
of Paramyxoviruses [18]. During virus budding, the viral envelope is derived from an infected cell
membrane and studded with glycoprotein peplomers consisting of F and H proteins. The H and F
proteins are the spike glycoproteins, which are inserted into the viral envelope. The matrix protein M
serves as a link between the glycoproteins and ribonucleo-protein complex (RNP), mainly containing
the viral RNA and the N protein surrounding it. In the virions, P, N, and L proteins constitute the
nucleocapsid, which encloses the viral RNA. There is only one single serotype of PPRV. However,
phylogenetic analysis based on the small region of the N/F gene showed that the virus can be classified
into four distinct lineages (I–IV). In general, Lineages I and II are present in West-Africa, Lineage III in
Arabia and East Africa, and Lineage IV in Asia and the Middle East [19].

3. PPRV Host Cellular Receptors

The signaling lymphocyte activation molecule (SLAM) (also known as CD150) and the cell
adhesion molecule Nectin-4 (also known as poliovirus receptor-like protein 4, PVRL-4) are major
cellular receptors required for PPRV to attach to cells [20,21]. In addition to SLAM and Nectin-4,
the membrane cofactor protein (CD46/MCP) is also known to be the cellular receptor for the vaccine
and laboratory passaged strains of MeV only [22]. SLAM/CD150 mediates infection of immune cells
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and dissemination of the virus, whereas Nectin-4 mediates infection of epithelial cells and is considered
to play major role in virus transmission. Recently, Yang et al. demonstrated PPRV entry into caprine
endometrial epithelial cells (EECs) via the caveolae-mediated endocytosis pathway, which is different
from the entry mechanism into caprine foetal fibroblast cells [23]. This finding implies that, in addition
to direct fusion at the cell surface, PPRV might penetrate goat epithelial cells through endocytosis.

3.1. Signaling Lymphocyte Activation Molecule (SLAM/CD150)

SLAM/CD150 is a major cellular receptor of Morbilliviruses [24]. Human SLAM was first identified
as a lymphoid cellular receptor for wild type MeV by Tatsuo and colleagues [25], through screening
of a cDNA library of B95a cells. Subsequently, it was also demonstrated that CDV and RPV use dog
and cow SLAM as a receptor, respectively [24]. Likewise, PPRV has the propensity to use SLAM as a
receptor. Pawar et al. reported that SLAM is one of the (co)receptors for PPRV [26]. On the other hand,
the SLAM genes of goat, sheep, cattle, and buffalo have presented with 96.3–98.5% and 92.9–96.8%
identities at the nucleotide (nt) and amino acid (aa) level by sequence analysis, respectively [27].
Considering the homology of the sequences through comparative analysis of the amino acids, caprine
SLAM was found to share a high degree of homology with sheep SLAM (96.8%), followed by cattle
(93.5%), buffalo (92.9%), dog (70.2%), and human (62.8%) SLAM [27]. These studies suggest that the
SLAM gene has at least a few significant amino acid differences, which might be the reason for the
species specificity of Morbilliviruses. Moreover, this receptor specificity leads to a species barrier
for Morbilliviruses. Above all, the adaptation of Morbilliviruses to new species might be due to the
presence of conserved amino acids in different animal species, which needs to be explored further.
Ohishi et al. discovered the eight key amino acid residues in the goat SLAM V domain which affect
host-virus specific binding, and are also completely conserved in sheep, cattle, and buffalo [28].

SLAM/CD150 is a glycoprotein grouped under the CD2 subset of the immunoglobulin super family
of surface receptors. This CD2 family of proteins acts as both adhesion molecules and modulators of
the immune response [29–31]. Considering the structure of mature human SLAM, it has 217 amino
acids (aa), an extracellular domain (ECD) with two Ig-like domains, a 21 aa transmembrane segment,
and a 77 aa cytoplasmic domain with three immunoreceptor tyrosine switch motifs [32]. CD150/SLAM
is expressed on activated T cells, memory T cells, T cell clones, immature thymocytes, mature dendritic
cells, activated monocytes, primary B cells, and also on Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed B cells
(B95a cells) [33]. The ectodomains of the SLAMF (SLAM family) receptors are homophilic or self-ligand
receptors, except SLAMF2 (CD48), which uses both SLAMF4 (CD244) and CD2 as its counter ligands.
CD150 has a low affinity for binding to itself (Kd ≥ 200 µM), however, the binding avidity increases
due to the redistribution or clustering of molecules after cell activation.

In the case of MeV, the human CD150 V domain is sufficient to interact with the MeV-H protein
and allow MeV entry [34]. Other regions of human CD150, including the C2 domain, TM and CY, do
not play any role in binding of the virus with the host cell [35]. Substantial evidence has shown that
MeV binds with the receptor SLAM at histidine 61 and its adjacent amino acid residues at positions 60
(Isoleucine) and 63 (Valine) [35]. In addition, amino acid residues at positions (Lysine K) 58, 59, and 61
also appear to contribute to the receptor function of human Cd150. Residues at position m60, 61, and 63
were later also found to be important for the function of SLAM as a receptor for CDV. Even though
mouse CD150 shares a 60% identity at the amino acid (aa) level with human CD150, it cannot act
as a receptor for MeV [36,37]. However, the amino acid substitutions at the positions 60, 61, and 63
in human type residues may make mouse CD150 act as an MeV receptor [38]. Furthermore, it has
been reported that MeV, CDV, and RPV can use the CD150 of non-host species with lower affinity [38].
The interaction of SLAM and Morbillivirus is not only the first contact point between the virus and
host, but is also the important cause of the pathological changes in the host organism and the resulting
clinical signs [39]. SLAM has a high affinity for H protein, which can induce downregulation of SLAM
in cells either by expressing or by coming in contact with it [32]. Interestingly, H-protein interacts with
CD150 through sequential H-protein conformational changes [40].
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SLAM/CD150 are expressed on primary peripheral blood lymphocytes. The CD4+ and CD8+

memory T cells express higher levels of CD150 than naïve cells [41–43]. B cells have been shown to
contain fewer cells that express CD150, but the frequencies of CD150+ cells were higher in naïve B cells
than in the memory subsets, in contrast to T cells [42]. The study by Laksono et al. [42] indicated that
both naïve and memory B cells, along with several other antigen-experienced lymphocytes, are target
cells of MeV, and its depletion leads to immunosuppression. However, in PPRV, the infection results in
T cell depletion and impairment of T cell activation but a significant increase in B cells, suggesting a
T cell independent B-cell activation response [44,45]. A previous study revealed that IFIT3 and TRIM56
are early innate immune molecules following PPRV infection [46]. The immunosuppression caused
by PPRV can be characterized by damage in the lymphoid organs, apoptosis in peripheral blood
mononuclear cells in vitro [47], and extensive necrotic lesions in the spleen, lymph nodes, thymus,
and Peyer’s patches [6,48]. On the other hand, CD8+ T cells have been found to increase after seven
days post challenge in both vaccinated and unvaccinated goats [45], while CD4+ cells increased in
unvaccinated sheep [44]. These results imply that there is T cell deactivation during the early phase of
infection, providing the opportunity for the virus to multiply and spread.

3.2. Nectin-4/PVRL4

In the beginning, it was thought that even though SLAM was identified as a cellular receptor
for Morbilliviruses, the infection of MeV in SLAM negative epithelial cells of the trachea, bronchial
tubes, lungs, oral cavity, pharynx, esophagus, intestines, liver, and bladder indicated that entry of MeV
is mediated by other cellular receptors [49]. Until 2001, the putative receptor in epithelial cells was
termed EpR, and later on it was discovered to be Nectin-4/PVRL-4 [50,51]. The V domain of Nectin-4
binds strongly to MeV H protein, similar to the SLAM molecule, where its V domain interacts with the
MeV H protein [50,52]. Subsequently, Nectin 4 was also shown to be an epithelial receptor for the PPR
virus and Canine Distemper virus [20,53].

Nectin-4, or PVRL4, is a member of the poliovirus receptor-like proteins (PVRLs), consisting
of 510 amino acid transmembrane proteins and with a molecular weight of 66 kDa. The term
“necto” in latin means “to connect”, which suggest the role of nectins in Ca2+ independent cell-cell
adhesion [54]. Similar to SLAM, nectin molecules have immunoglobulin-like domains. In fact,
they consist of three Ig-like ectodomains (an N terminal V-type which mediates ligand binding and
two C2 domains), a transmembrane region, and a cytoplasmic tail [54,55]. Their V domain plays a
key role in homotypic or heterotypic interactions with Nectin-1, and the C2 domains enhance the
affinity of these interactions [55–57]. Nectin molecules are expressed broadly in tissues, including
haematopoetic, neuronal, endothelial, and epithelial cells, except for Nectin-3 which displays a more
restricted expression [58,59]. Nectin-4 in humans is mainly expressed in the placenta, whereas in mice
it is expressed in the brain, lung, testes, and embryos [60]. Nectin-4 has also been detected in the
dog brain, suggesting the infection of neurons by CDV and its neuropathogenicity via Nectin-4 [61].
Additionally, this study discovered the variation in the distribution pattern of Nectin-4 in the central
nervous system (CNS) of dogs and humans. Nectin-4 has been reported in the ependymal cells,
epithelia of the choroid plexus, meningeal cells, neurons, granular cells, and purkinje’s cells of dogs, but
has not been detected in the human brain [62]. On the other hand, the distribution pattern of Nectin-4
expression in the epithelial tissues of dogs was found to be similar to that of humans [51,63]. Nectin-4 is
highly conserved between various species, which removes the need for receptor adaptation by the
virus, unlike in SLAM [20,64]. Subsequently, the VeroNectin-4 cell line was developed for isolation and
titration of PPRV, which was found to be more sensitive than VeroDogSLAM cells [64]. The extracellular
domain of mouse Nectin-4 shares 92% of its identity with its human counterpart [60]. The nectin
family proteins are novel regulators of cellular activities, including cell polarization, differentiation
movement, proliferation, and survival [54,65]. Nectin-4 has been shown to be upregulated in human
brain endothelial cells by MeV infection [66]. In humans, MeV initially multiplies in T cells, B cells and
dendritic cells expressing SLAM/CD150, and then disseminates to distant sites of the host including the
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kidneys, gastrointestinal tract, liver, and airway epithelial cells of the respiratory tract. Airway epithelial
cells seem to be infected through the basolateral surface (adherens junction), expressing Nectin-4
presumably through contact with infected immune cells [50,67,68] and subsequently release of the
virus into the environment. Hence, Nectin-4 is also considered an MeV host exit receptor [50].

3.3. CD46

In 1993, two groups [22,69] identified that human CD46 acts as a cellular receptor for laboratory
adapted strains of MeV. Later on, though it was found that the wild type strain of MeV could not interact
with CD46, it enlightened the mechanism of fusion activation in MeV and other Morbilliviruses [70,71].
On the contrary, CD46 could not act as a receptor for CDV and RPV [72,73]. CDV-H protein was found
to interact with an unknown cellular receptor regulated by CD9 [74]. CD46 performs multiple functions,
such as the modulation of T-cell functions [75], generation of regulatory T cells [76], and control of
interferon (IFN) production [77]. Studies have indicated that MeV binds with CD46 at the Short
Consensus Repeat 1 (SCR1) and Short Consensus Repeat 2 (SCR2) domains of the receptor [71,78–80].
Abundant studies on CD46 and MeV interactions have revealed that the region comprising CD46
residues 37–59 is involved in H-protein interactions [71], and mutation of R59 in the CCP1 domain
(Complement Control Proteins) interferes with viral fusion and CD46 downregulation [81]. Interestingly,
though CD46 is not a cell receptor for RPV, downregulation of CD46 was still observed in RPV, and in
the case of PPRV only slight but significant downregulation of CD46 was noticed, whereas CDV was
not found to cause any downregulation of CD46 [72]. This suggest that downregulation of CD46 is
independent of its utilization as a receptor by Morbilliviruses.

3.4. Other Putative Receptors

Despite these well described receptors for PPRV, many factors have led us to think that there could
be other unknown receptors involved in virus binding with the host. Manoharan et al. have proposed
that sialic acid moieties could also be possible receptors for PPRV, as the virus hemagluttinates pig
and chicken erythrocytes [82]. Likewise, Griffin has indicated that MeV not only infects immune cells,
but also endothelial and neuronal cells which do not express SLAM [49]. This suggests that there
could be other unknown receptors which interact with the virus. Recently, a study has indicated that
haemagglutinin and hyperfusogenic proteins are involved in spreading the virus in a cell to cell manner
between human neurons, without causing syncytium formation in the presence of some putative
neuronal receptor for MeV [83]. Similarly, infection of neuronal and glial cells by PPRV has been
reported where coinfection of PPRV with Border Disease virus has facilitated the passage of PPRV to
the brain [84]. There have never been any reports of PPR virus alone infecting the brain. In the case of
CDV, the neurovirulence, neurological disease phenotypes, and CNS areas targeted by the virus differ
according to the CDV strains. However, the molecular determinants accounting for such differences are
still unknown. It has been suggested that an unknown glial cell receptor known as “GliaR” is responsible
for the persistence of CDV in the brain tissue from old dog encephalitis (ODE) affected dogs through
a non-cytolytic astrocyte-to-astrocyte viral spread [63]. The C-type lectin DC specific intercellular
adhesion molecule 3-grabbing non integrin DC-SIGN acts as an attachment receptor, enhancing
CD46/CD150 mediated infection of dendritic cells in MeV [85]. Likewise, glycosaminoglycans (GAG)
was also found to play role in infection through a tissue culture-adapted vaccine strain of RPV,
recombinant with strains of CDV and MeV [86–88]. Melia et al. have demonstrated that Phocine
Distemper virus (PDV) uses SLAM as a cell receptor, but does not utilize CD46 as a cell receptor [89].
Instead, PDV was found to use the proHB-EGF molecule as a receptor on Vero cells. Hence, in reference
to these Morbillivirus receptors, there is a need to conduct more studies to investigate other putative
receptors for the PPR virus.
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4. Receptor Binding Domain (Ligand) on PPRV H Protein

Out of the six structural proteins of PPRV, the H and F proteins located on the surface of the viral
particle are known to play a major role in binding to the host cell receptor, and in fusion between the
viral envelope and the cell membrane. However, the basic role of H protein in progression of viral
infection and specific binding to the host cell membrane is still not well-defined.

The H protein is a disulphide-linked homo dimer consisting of an N-terminal cytoplasmic
tail, a transmembrane region, a stalk, and a C-terminal receptor binding head domain. The N
terminus is a signal peptide containing a hydrophobic domain that appears at the cytoplasmic
membrane (amino acid position 35–38), whereas the C terminus protrudes on the outer side of the
membrane, defining it as a type II glycoprotein [90]. Moreover, the head domain of the MeV H
protein is the cubic shaped β propeller structure, which is different from the globular shape of the HN
(haemagglutinin-neuraminidase) proteins of other Paramyxoviruses [91]. Additionally, the H protein
is among the least conserved proteins of Morbilliviruses, sharing only 50% amino acid identity even
with closely related viruses [92]. The binding sites of MeV H protein with cellular receptors have been
extensively studied, and this has revealed that the β-sheet 4(β4) and β5 of the β propeller structure of
the H protein interact with SCR1 and SCR2 of CD46 [93]. Subsequently, another study showed that the
GFCC’C” region of the SLAM-V domain interacts with the β4-6 and loop regions on the lateral surface
of the MeV-H β propeller structure [94]. On the other hand, a recent study on molecular evolution
and characterization of PPRV H showed that the groove in the B4 blade and B5 of the head domain
of PPRV H binds to the AGFCC’ β sheets of the membrane-distal ectodomain of sheep SLAM [95].
Furthermore, this study displayed C β-sheet, C’ β-sheet, and the loop of the two β sheets as the core
regions of the interface. Our preliminary analysis of the hydrophobicity of PPRV H and sheep SLAM
indicated that there was a strong hydrophobic groove between β4–β6 on the H head domain, and the
surface on the sheep SLAM had stronger hydrophobicity. Additionally, structurally the PPRV H-sheep
SLAM and PPRV H-human SLAM complexes are very similar (Figure 1). Interestingly, the H protein
of PPRV agglutinates erythrocytes (hemagglutination activity), as well as cleaving sialic acid residue
at the carbohydrate moiety in the glycoprotein of the host (neuraminidase activity) [96]. Hence, it is
also called HN protein, as it performs both haemagglutinin and neuraminidase activities, whereas
MeV-H protein lacks neuraminidase activity. In Morbilliviruses, the H protein mediates the initial
attachment of the virus to a cell and induces fusion, promoting activity as a coexpression of the
homotypic attachment. The fusion of the viral membrane and cellular membrane is achieved through
the F protein, which is synthesized as the F0 precursor form in an inactive state. Later on, it is cleaved
by the host machinery into transmembrane subunit F1 and surface subunit F2 fragments that are linked
by a disulphide bond [97–99]. The F1 subunit possesses conserved domains, such as transmembrane
(TM) domains, two heptad repeat regions A (HRA) and B (HRB), and an N-terminus hydrophobic
fusion peptide [100,101]. F protein is highly conserved among Morbilliviruses, which may be the
reason for cross protection among and between different genera of Morbilliviruses, as seen in the case
of the RPV vaccine being used for immunizing against PPRV. Both the N-terminal domain and the
C-terminal domain of this protein are associated with transferring proteins to the rough endoplasmic
reticulum for translation and anchoring the protein in the membrane.

During the entry of the virus into the host cell, F protein attaches to the membrane and HRA
(heptad repeat A) and HRB (heptad repeat B) interact with each other, resulting in fusion of the virus
and host by bringing them close to each other [102,103]. PPRV F protein is known to have the capacity
to cause cell-cell fusion independently, without HN protein, unlike in MeV, CDV and RPV where H
protein is required for promoting fusion of the virus [104]. In the case of MeV, the binding of the virus
with its receptors brings about conformational changes in the H protein, which are passed on to the F
protein to trigger conformational changes which then expose its fusion peptide to become inserted into
the cellular membrane [105–107]. Additionally, a recent study suggested that PPRV heptad region B
(HRB) plays a more important role than heptad region A (HRA) in the viral fusion process [108]. On the
other hand, Fengqi Xu (2018) showed the importance of interacting amino acid residues in binding to
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the receptors by the abinitio fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method [109]. According to this study,
hydrophobic residues of MeV H have a strong tendency to interact with multiple receptors. In contrast,
electrostatic interactions tend to interact with only specific molecular recognition. Hence, this method
could also be used to study molecular interactions between the H protein and PPRV cellular receptors.Viruses 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 19 
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Figure 1. Cartoon and solvent drawing of the predicted PPRV H-SLAM complex. The complexes of
the H protein’s six-bladed β-propeller head domain and the receptor SLAM V-like were built, in which
β4–β6 of the head domain and the typical β-sandwich structure of the V domain were interacting
surfaces. (A and B) show the analysis of the hydrophobicity of PPRV H and sheep SLAM, indicating
that there was a strong hydrophobic groove between β4–β6 on the H head domain, and the surface on
the sheep SLAM had stronger hydrophobicity. (C) A structure comparison revealed that the PPRV
H-sheep SLAM and PPRV H-human SLAM complexes are very similar. (D) Interaction patterns
between PPRV H and human SLAM.

5. The Potential Role of Virus-Receptor Interaction in Host Range Restriction

Although goats and sheep are the major natural hosts of PPRV, an increasing number of domestic
and wild animal species have been reported to be susceptible to PPRV over the last decades [110].
In recent years, PPRV has been reported to jump to other unusual hosts such as single humped camel,
gazelle, ibex, gemsbok, deer, bushbuck, wild goats, and pigs [110]. These observations have raised
concerns that PPRV may have the capacity to adapt to new hosts, which creates a challenge to attempts
to eradicate PPR globally. Interestingly, it has been found that basal SLAM expression and PPRV
replication are highly correlated. The expression of different levels of SLAM mRNA in different animals
influences viral replication, thereby suggesting that SLAM mRNA expression levels could be one of
the determinants of the different susceptibility of ruminant species to PPR. Notably, the study showed
that the level of basal SLAM expression in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of goats is
highest compared to cattle, buffalo, and sheep [26].
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One of the Morbilliviruses, CDV, which causes a fatal disease in domestic dogs, also affects
wolves, foxes, raccoons, kinkajous, red pandas, black bears, giant pandas, ferrets, minks, civets, genets,
spotted hyenas, lions, and tigers. In addition, there is evidence of CDV causing lethal infections in
primates [111]. Further study demonstrated that the CDV monkey-adapted strain (CYN07-dV) was
able to use human Nectin-4 for virus entry in vitro, and easily adapted to use human CD150 following
minimal amino acid changes of the viral H protein [112]. Hence, as both SLAM and Nectin-4 of
monkeys and human show high homology in their amino acid sequences [113], there is a significant
potential threat of CDV occurring in human. Studies have also shown the spread of MeV in monkeys,
causing a measles-like illness [114–119]. These findings indicate that change/adaptation of receptor
binding specificity could play a crucial role in interspecies transmission. SLAM has been established as
the principal host receptor for wild-type PPRV. Our preliminary study showed that the PPRV H-sheep
SLAM and PPRV H-human SLAM complexes are very similar (unpublished data 2018, Figure 1).
On the other hand, the mechanism by which PPRV uses the receptor to infect SLAM+ lymphocytes or
Nectin-4+ epithelial cells are not completely clear. Recent progress identifying the crystal structure
of the MeV-H protein and the MeV H-SLAM complex could help us to understand the role of the
host-specific receptor binding properties in changes to host range restriction.

6. The Impact of Virus-Receptor Interactions on the Immune Response against PPRV

6.1. Innate Immune Response

The toll like receptor (TLR) plays a major role in innate immunity and also leads to the activation of
apoptosis, phagocytosis, and complement and pro-inflammatory mediators, especially for the initiation
of T-cell mediated immunity [120,121]. In addition, other pattern recognition receptors such as
retinoic acid-inducible gene-1 (RIG-1) like receptor, melanoma differentiation antigen-5 (MDA-5) and
nod like receptors (NLRs) [122] equally play a role in producing cytokines to produce an antiviral
state [123,124]. PPRV-infected cells are responsible for the initiation of inflammation. TNFα produced
by PPRV infection induces the stimulation of several immune cells that are able to induce fever,
apoptosis, inflammation, and sepsis [125]. The interaction of MeV H protein with TLR2 stimulates
interleukin 6 (IL-6) production and the expression of SLAM/CD150 on the cell surface, which causes
immune activation and is effective against viral spread [126]. Neutralizing antibodies, the complement
system, and cytokines are produced as an intrinsic mechanism to suppress viral replication. Infected
lingual and buccal mucosa and lung epithelial tissue produce significantly increased inducible nitric
oxide synthase (iNOS), IFN-γ and tumor necrosis factor (TNF-α) expression, which could play
important role in the initiation and regulation of cytokine responses [127]. PPRV infection leads to
the expression of cytokines such as IFNβ, IFNγ, IL-4, IL-1β, IL-8, IL-10, IL-6, and IL-12 [127,128].
INFs are potent cytokines produced in antiviral responses which can inhibit viral replication and have
both immunostimulatory and immunomodulatory effects [129]. The RNA levels of IFN-β and IFN-γ
increase during early infection, and decrease by day six [128]. However, there is no change in the levels
of other pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, and IL-8). According to the study by Atmaca and
Kul [127], the epithelial lining of the oral cavity, lung, and tongue induce production of IFNγ in PPRV
infected animals. Other organs, such as the lungs (bronchial epithelial cells) and lingual and buccal
mucosa are also potent inducers of IFN-γ. A recent study showed dysregulation of 146 genes by PPRV
internalization within 1 h post infection (hpi), of which 85 genes were upregulated and 61 genes were
downregulated. This study further reported the association of NFKB1A, JUNB, and IL1A with PPRV
infection in goats, and the generation of early cellular gene expression in caprine endometrial epithelial
cells [130].

Viruses overcome the defense strategies of the host body through many mechanisms. In case of
MeV, the C terminal domain of the V protein plays a significant role in inhibiting the IFN response by
interacting with MDA5 [131,132]. Likewise, the binding of the P and V proteins with STAT 1 results in
inhibition of phosphorylation of STAT1 and the signal cascade downstream to the IFNAR [133,134].
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Similarly, PPRV V protein interferes with the IFN-I signaling pathway through its interaction with STAT
1 and STAT 2 to overcome the innate immune response [135]. PPRV V protein can more effectively
inhibit the interferon stimulating responsive element (ISRE) and gamma-interferon-activation site
(GAS) promoter expression than N and P proteins [135]. Morbilliviruses utilize different routes to block
IFN-I and II signaling through the V protein. The V protein can impair signal transduction by binding
with the Jak1/Tyk2 complex at the IFNAR receptor. However, V proteins of MeV, CDV, RPV, and PPRV
can inhibit Tyk2 phosphorylation, whereas only RPV can inhibit Jak 1 phosphophorylation [136].

6.2. Adaptive Immune Response

As a response to a pathogen in the body, helper T cells are activated and secrete cytokines,
which stimulate the proliferation and differentiation of the T cells themselves and activate other cells,
including B cells, macrophages, and other lymphocytes. B cells then produce antibodies to overcome
pathogen infection. Some cells (T and B cells) also differentiate into memory T cells so that the host
can induce a fast immune response on reintroduction of the pathogen [137]. During Morbillivirus
infection, including PPRV, a protective cell-mediated and humoral response is directed mainly against
the H, F and N proteins [138–140], and lymphocytes play a major role in these immune responses.
The H and F protein of PPRV were found to elicit PPRV specific B and T cell responses, along with
neutralizing antibodies [44], whereas neutralizing antibodies were not detected against N proteins [141].
Moreover, antibody-dependent cell mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) responses were found to play a role
in immunity by recognizing PPRV F and H proteins, suggesting the role of ADCC and NK cells in
modulating the course of PPRV infections [142]. The study further implied that PPRV infected ovine
cells are the targets of the ADCC response.

Among PPRV proteins, although the N protein is the most abundant and more immunogenic due
to being located closer to the promoter region, protective immunity is not induced by the N protein
against the virus [92]. Through characterization of T cell epitopes in the PPRV N protein, it was found
that N proteins of both PPRV and RPV induce a class I restricted, antigen specific and cross-reactive
strong CD8+ T cell response [143]. CD8+ T cells recognize non-structural proteins (C or V) in PPRV and
have a protective role in early infection by blocking the replication of the virus through the secretion of
cytokines (IFN-γ) or MHC-linked cytotoxicity from these cells. Moreover, the presence of the T helper
epitope at the amino-terminus and the linear B epitope at the carboxyl-terminus region in the 19 mer
peptide in the N protein could help to induce antibodies with greater specificity. On the other hand,
the antibodies produced against the glycoproteins H and F of RPV were shown to give protection against
PPRV, although virus neutralizing antibodies were produced only against RPV [144]. A previous
study on the recombinant vaccinia virus expressing the H or F of RPV was not found to produce
neutralizing antibodies against PPRV, despite giving protection against PPRV infections [145]. However,
the recombinant adenovirus expressing PPRV H or F proteins elicited protective B and T cell responses,
along with neutralizing antibodies. This study further documented that the adeno-vectored vaccine
is able to overcome PPRV-induced immunosuppression, and implied that adenovirus expressing
PPRV proteins could be used to differentiate between vaccinated and infected animals [44]. Moreover,
although there are efforts to establish reverse genetic-based recombinant vaccines [146,147] which could
potentially differentiate between infected and vaccinated animals, this technology is still immature in
PPRV and is not yet available to many researchers of PPRV [148]. Some studies have mapped at least
four B cell epitopes using a set of monoclonal antibodies [149,150]. However, despite several research
papers directed toward the role of B and T cell epitopes in the immunogenic proteins of PPRV, we are
still lacking understanding of the molecular mechanism involved in the immune response, and the
specific antibodies against PPRV still needed to be explored.

6.3. Inhibitory Impact of Viral Protein-SLAM Interactions on the Immune Response

Morbilliviruses are highly immunosuppressive in nature, providing an opportunity for secondary
bacterial infections. On the other hand, strong immune responses are generated against Morbilliviruses
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after infection, resulting in long term immunity [151,152]. The infection of peripheral blood lymphocytes
and lymphoid tissues by Morbilliviruses leads to the inhibition of IFN production, suppression of
the inflammatory response, inhibition of immunoglobulin synthesis (due to loss of B cells), or cell
cycle arrest [153]. The mechanism of immunosuppression in PPRV and in other Morbilliviruses
is still poorly understood. A previous study on MeV revealed that surface contact between one
or more viral proteins (H and F), rather than soluble factors, induces proliferative inhibition of
peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) and further indicated that the infection of a small number of
PBLs by MeV can induce a general unresponsiveness of uninfected PBLs by surface contact, thereby
resulting in general suppression of the immune response [154]. Similarly, Heaney and colleagues
demonstrated that co-expression of both the F and H protein of RPV induces immunosuppression, as
in MeV [155]. In addition, the study showed that all Morbilliviruses, including PPRV, inhibit lymphoid
cell proliferation, and PPRV was found to induce a stronger immunosuppressive effect on caprine
peripheral blood lymphocytes (50%) compared to RPV (30%) [155]. Besides H and F, the other viral
proteins, N and P, also play an important role in inhibition of lymphoproliferation and induction
of lymphodepletion in Morbilliviruses (MeV and RPV) [154–158]. The N protein impairs antibody
production by binding to Fc-γ RII on human and murine B cells [159], and the glycoprotein complex
impairs T cell proliferation [160,161]. Similarly, the N protein of PPRV has been shown to suppress
lymphoproliferation, resulting in immunosuppression [162]. Furthermore, the same study showed
that the amino acid sequence 1–420 of the truncated nucleoprotein of PPRV is responsible for inducing
immunosuppression, like in other Morbilliviruses [162]. Dendritic cells (DCs) and lymphocytes
expressing SLAM/CD150 receptor are the major targets of MeV infection, thereby interfering with
the normal functions of CD150 in the host body [163]. Furthermore, the interaction of MeV and
CD150 leads to the downregulation of receptor expression, resulting in immunosuppression [164,165].
Romanets-Korbut and colleagues in 2016 indicated that MeV H interaction with CD150 increases
Akt phosphorylation in human dendritic cells (DCs) during early infection and decreases p38 MAPK
phosphorylation in DCs, thereby modulating the signal transduction pathway and inhibiting the
host immune response [166]. This study has further shown that the interaction between MeV H and
human DCs could lead to inhibition of IL-12 production, resulting in immunosuppression during
MeV infection.

Non-structural proteins of Morbilliviruses play an important role in antagonizing the immune
response. A previous study has shown that PPRV V protein actively inhibits IFN-β induction by
binding to MDA-5 and, to a lesser extent, RIG-I; it is not the sole viral protein for blocking IFN-β
induction [167]. Hahm et al. demonstrated that the Measles virus V and C proteins are not responsible
for IL-12 suppression mediated via TLR 4 signaling; instead, MeV H binding to human SLAM facilitates
TLR-4 mediated IL-12 suppression [168]. The V protein of MeV inhibits IFN-α/β and NF-кB (nuclear
factor kappa B) signaling [169], whereas in RPV, the C protein impairs the induction of type I IFN [170]
and the P protein interacts with STAT 1 and IFN signaling.

7. Conclusions

PPR is one of the priority animal diseases whose control is essential for poverty alleviation.
The interaction of the virus with host cell receptors determines virus tropism and tissue susceptibility.
In this review, we discussed the PPR virus, recent insights into cellular receptors and other potential
receptors, the host immune response towards PPRV infection, and the probable mechanisms behind
immunosuppression due to PPRV infection. This review also attempted to provide valuable information
on different cellular receptors used by other Morbilliviruses, which could be explored for PPRV. Most
of the information regarding PPRV immune responses and immunosuppression has been presumed
based on comparison with MeV, which has been studied extensively. Therefore, further investigation is
highly recommended to provide a clearer and more comprehensive understanding of PPRV interactions
with host cellular receptors and the mechanism of the host immune response, which will contribute to
devising advanced and effective control strategies.
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